Solve Real-World Challenges With App Virtualization and VDI

1. Strengthen Security

In an increasingly digital landscape where cyber threats and newer attack vectors continue to grow, your security infrastructure must be stronger than ever.

Employees carry an average of 2.9 devices every day.

To ensure more than 90% saving in the on-boarding cost of new remote users.

Avoid the following common security threats:

• Unsecured public Wi-Fi • Weak or stolen credentials • Exploited software vulnerabilities

2. Reduce Cost

Virtualization and VDI can reduce the number of "golden images" for even greater simplicity and migration time by up to 90%. With AppDisk and App-V integration, IT can further reduce the time and cost of compatibility testing, issue remediation, and app integration.

3. Boost Mobility

With 5x on saving files. Plus, with native touch features and the industry’s only iOS-compatible Bluetooth mouse, users experience native Windows desktop and app experience even on iOS- and Android-based devices.

Citrix Advantage

Virtualization and VDI offer powerful, cost-saving benefits for modern enterprises. With virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), IT departments can centrally manage all aspects of the desktop computing experience in a secure and scalable way.

4. Simplify IT

With 4x on printing, and 3x on launching apps, and 5x on saving files. Plus, with native touch features and the industry’s only iOS-compatible Bluetooth mouse, users experience native Windows desktop and app experience even on iOS- and Android-based devices.

Citrix Advantage

Virtualization and VDI offer powerful, cost-saving benefits for modern enterprises. With virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), IT departments can centrally manage all aspects of the desktop computing experience in a secure and scalable way.

Worker productivity is instantly improved by simply moving enterprise apps and desktops to the cloud, and shared file storage can be enabled in any workspace.

Reading pre-approval for each new application and departmental acceptance for each new department.

Citrix Advantage

Only today’s leading full-spectrum identity platform can provide the complete solution. Citrix Identity Management reduces risk, improves productivity, and accelerates your move to a cloud-first, mobile-first infrastructure.

CTX VERIFIED PLATFORM

See why it’s the top choice for today’s leading enterprises.

Meeting the exact needs of the modern mobile enterprise.

Virtualization and VDI can reduce the number of "golden images" for even greater simplicity and migration time by up to 90%. With AppDisk and App-V integration, IT can further reduce the time and cost of compatibility testing, issue remediation, and app integration.
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